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Today Show contributor, AARP Sex and Relationship Ambassador, and best-selling author
Pepper Schwartz has teamed up with Janet Lever (former coauthor of Glamour’s Sex and Health
column) to create a guidebook to the world's sexiest destinations. Along with the detail-rich text
on their top 75 picks, the authors make a solid case for why traveling together is an important
factor in improving — and sustaining — the romance in our lives. This witty, helpful book also
dishes the dirt on how to pick the right destinations, why travel can rekindle sparks, tricks and
tips for passion, and ways to constructively negotiate with your significant other about vacation
plans.

About the AuthorThe coauthors of the Sex and Health column for Glamour magazine for a
decade, Pepper Schwartz and Janet Lever appear frequently in national media as experts on
intimate relationships and sexuality. Both earned their doctorates at Yale University. Dr. Schwartz
has authored or coauthored 19 books, including, most recently, Prime: Adventures and Advice
on Sex, Love, and the Sensual Years, The Normal Bar: the Surprising Secrets of Extremely
Happy Couples, and Dating for Dummies over 50. A professor of sociology at the University of
Washington. she lives in Seattle. Dr. Lever, after leading teams of researchers that designed the
three largest magazine sex surveys ever tabulated, came to Elle in 2002 to lead a series of
annual surveys hosted on both the health and the business sections of NBCNews.com. Her
Office Sex and Romance Survey; Work, Sex, and Power Survey; “Good Sex” Survey; and Sex
and Money Survey are among the largest surveys on these understudied topics. A sociology
professor California State University, Los Angeles, she lives in Los Angeles.
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shine, “Banish boring, passionless travel forever. If you liked Helen Fischer’s TED talk on “The
Brain in Love”, and are ready to take your relationship to the next level, get this book. Travel with
your partner can amp up dopamine and oxytocin - both essential for lasting love.This is a travel
guide, but also has practical tips on how to make romance flourish while traveling. Just being in
the location isn’t enough; there are things you can do to make the trip more romantic. You’ll find
tips such as choosing a room that is more luxurious / more beautiful than home, seeking out
nature and adrenaline, thoughtful surprises for your partner, why privacy is crucial (steer clear
conventioneers), and ideas for mutual discovery.What I appreciate most about this book is the
attention to detail. Travel planning can be very time consuming, and this book does the heavy
lifting. It answers the question, how and where - exactly - to have a romantic travel experience.
This stuff does not come naturally to most people, so trust the experts.”

Dr. Serena McKenzie, “Great Resource for Couples Romance Travel. As a physician and mental
health provider who treats couples with intimacy and sexual dysfunction, one of the most
common and important recommendation I make in regards to lifestyle is to take time away
together. Travel near or far with a loved one allows for a couple to reconnect, embark on
adventures with one another, and create experiences that are bonding and meaningful. Places
for Passion is a great resource to discover new places to experience fulfilling couples travel. It is
concise and easy to read in it's writing style, and has a wide range of recommendations in terms
of cost as well as type of activities and accomodations. Furthermore the helpful tips on how to
prepare and enhance a couples trip are practical and helpful. I recommend this book to my
patients.”

jc, “Must have for new lovers and those who want to spice things up!. I'm an avid traveller and
foodie. I'm very familiar with many of the locations listed in Places for Passion. It's not only spot
on in where to stay, eat and what to see and do, but I've even discovered some amazing gems
that I didn't know about in my own city (of ten years!). I love this book's ease, clarity, accuracy,
and creativity. This is a must have for any new lovers looking to create some amazing romantic
memories, and fantastic for those who might want to spice things up and reconnect with the
excitement and passion of when your relationship was new and hot, and sizzling!  :)”

Sara Nasserzadeh, PhD, “Love this new resource!. A well-researched and rich book for all
couples who want to make their next vacation different.As a member of a couple I am often
looking into finding interesting destinations for our next adventures/vacations. This book will
save me hours of google search!And as a couples' counselor I am always asked for ideas about
travel destinations. Depending on the couple's need, people might look for adventure,
excitement, novelty or want to go somewhere intimate, quiet and relaxing. The book covers this
range well.Would be a lovely gift for the New Year ahead.”



pepper schwartz, “Encourage Romance- sooner or later, every relationship needs a boost.. Of
course I love it- I wrote it. But I hope people who are as romantically inclined as I am will get the
over all message: romance sometimes needs to be enhanced by what you do together- and the
scene , place and activities you do make a huge difference. Whether its budget or over the top, it
should show a nod to sculpting the experience you have, making it even more romantic than you
hoped for.”

christianpets, “Lots of information. Very helpful. Hope to take .... Lots of information. Very
helpful. Hope to take advantage of the locations that are mentioned with the tips for sightseeing
and dining.”

Dee, “Great ideas for travel anywhere in the world. Great ideas for travel anywhere in the world.
Can help a "mature couple" with ideas to celebrate their love while traveling.”

The book by Pepper Schwartz has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 28 people have provided feedback.
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